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Abstract 
 

The fight for Black acceptance in Opera has been more than the right to sing on 

the stages and halls of America, it was a fight for acceptance in one of the last 

institutions steeped in a tradition of segregation. ―Opera, with its pantheon of heroines 

and gods and the special adulation that divas seem to invite, was one of the last musical 

bastions to remain segregated.‖ (Stein, 2009) As a result of being barred from Opera‘s 

stages and halls, many black classical singers of the nineteenth and twentieth century‘s 

spent their careers fighting for acceptance. As the years have progressed, social norms 

may have changed, and racial insensitivity may have waned, but when it comes to 

performing major operatic roles, not much is different for today‘s black classical trained 

singer. 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

In 2007, while at an audition for the Lyric Opera of Chicago‘s production of Porgy 

and Bess the concept for this paper was born. I had auditioned several times before but 

this audition was different. In my experience, it was not uncommon to see less than five 

black singers present at auditions for the Lyric. Instead the Lyric‘s audition for Porgy 

and Bess had a turnout of more than 60 talented black singers. “Porgy and Bess premiered 

in New York in the fall of 1935 and featured an entire cast of classically trained African-

American singers—a daring and visionary artistic choice at the time.‖(Hamm, 1987: 

495).  Based on the 1920 novel Porgy written by Dubose Heyward and the play co-

written with Dubose‘s wife Dorothy Heyward, the story captures black life in the slums 

of South Carolina. 

As I continued to listen to the auditions one after the other, I realized the paucity 

of black singers in Opera wasn‘t because of a lack of black talent. In fact the talent at this 

audition had far exceeded that of my previous auditions. I had seen first hand how any 

company can fill a stage with black talent, whenever it produces Porgy and Bess. I was 

left asking why I hadn‘t seen the same type of representation in other productions.  It 

was apparent there must be another reason. 

Statement of Problem 

Curiously, fewer Blacks are visible on opera stages today than a decade ago. In 

the 2009-2010 season, contemporary classical soprano, Nicole Cabell, was the only black 

singer scheduled to take the lead role at the two biggest opera houses: the Metropolitan 

Opera and the Lyric Opera of Chicago. At the Metropolitan Opera 125th anniversary 



 

 

broadcast on March 15, 2009 there were no Black singers appeared on stage. The paucity 

of Blacks in opera is matched elsewhere in classical music: ―fewer than 2 percent of 

professional orchestra musicians are black. Classical black instrumentalists can be 

counted on the fingers of one hand. Black composers of note are still rarer. Only in 

popular music have black musicians become prominent, even more 

dominant.‖(Rothstein, 1993)  

  U.S. Opera Houses are not colorblind when concerning casting a black singer in a 

nontraditionally ethnic role. Despite growing numbers of singers on rosters, opera 

houses in America appear to maintain stereotypical casting. While black artists are 

offered roles like Carmen, Porgy, Bess, and Aida, few are offered roles not defined by 

race or ethnicity. Speight Jenkins, who is the general director of the Seattle Opera is 

outspoken when speaking of racism in the opera world. Jenkins believes the directors 

themselves discriminate in casting decisions to appease its predominantly white 

audiences. Others critics liken the occurrence to mere artistic judgment by directors. 

Understanding and evaluating casting decisions and practices may aid in exposing 

discrimination. This thesis will attempt to reveal and clarify the complex situation that 

results in so few Black‘s performing in leading roles in the realm of classical music.  

Purpose of Study 

The aim of this paper is to determine plausible reasons for the low number of 

black singers on the operatic stage. In addition, this research will attempt to document 

how far black classically trained singers have come in receiving acceptance in the 

tradition of opera.   



 

 

Importance of Study 

It is hoped that this study will contribute insights that pertain to the still larger 

issue surrounding black artists and the classical arts. In 2009, ―the New York 

Philharmonic has just one black member, and the Chicago Symphony none. The Detroit 

Symphony, in a black-majority city, has just three. It‘s no surprise that there‘s a sense of 

estrangement between African-Americans and the classical music world.‖(Posey, 2010) 

Michael Morgan, director of the Oakland Eastbay Symphony states ―when a board of 

directors has to choose someone who will be the physical representation of an orchestra, 

it‘s hard to go out on a limb.‖ (Sandow, 1997) Later in the article, Morgan states ―he is 

convinced the problem with orchestral hiring is not racism; it is that there are too few 

black musicians available.‖ (Sandow: 1997)  This is an example of the complexity 

surrounding the issue. Is the lack of participation in the classical arts a result of low 

numbers or a more menacing continuation of racism? I turn to biographical accounts to 

identify the challenges faced by famous black classical singers both past and present to 

understand what issues have affected the careers of black classically trained singer. 

Scope of Study 

The 1939 performance of Marian Anderson on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial 

stands as a turning point for Civil Rights for Black Americans. Anderson later became 

the first Black to perform at the Metropolitan Opera. However, the Black ascent in 

American concert and operatic life was not born on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. It 

began during the nineteenth century when Elizabeth Greenfield, ―born a slave, 

experienced a successful career amidst the fierce racial prejudice of the time.‖(Hine, 



 

 

1993:499) Before Marian Anderson, there was Matilda Sissieretta Joyner Jones, who in 

her career from 1887 through 1916 ―performed before four American presidents and at 

Madison Square Garden before retiring in 1916.‖(Mermelstein, 2000) Very little 

information is provided about these singers in the history books as none of these early 

black singers left a recorded legacy.  

Methodology 
In researching this topic, I sought out the biographies of leading Black classical 

singers as well as published interviews, videos and magazine articles. Most helpful to 

this paper was the documentary Aida‘s Brothers and Sisters: Black voices in Opera. The 

interviews provide a historical perspective on the issue of race and the opera. 

My primary subjects include Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, Hyer Sisters, Matilda 

Sissieretta Joyner Jones, Tennessee Jubilee Singers, Todd Duncan, Marian Anderson, 

Robert McFerrin Sr., Mattiwilda Dobbs, Leontyne Price, George Shirley, Simon Estes, 

Denyce Graves, and Nicole Cabell. I chose these subjects because I felt their struggles 

provide the best examples of challenges faced by black singers. Although there are 

other famous black singers like Paul Robeson and Jessye Norman, I did not include 

their experience in the paper because they did not possess unique challenges that were 

not captured. 

Some of the interviews I reviewed displayed what I believe are hidden truths. 

That is, there is reluctance to recognize the role racism may have played in their careers. 

In one part of the interview the singer states racism played no part in hindering their 

career, yet later in the article it is mentioned how roles beyond Carmen, Porgy or Bess 



 

 

were limited. I believe the though pattern is by not recognizing racism as a hindrance it 

loses its power. 

  



 

 

 

Chapter 2: Black Classical Singer in the Nineteenth -Century 

Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield 

The soprano Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield (b. 1824 d.1876) emerged during a 

period of intense racial controversy. Her career coincides with the boiling decade 

preceding the American Civil War. The institution of slavery had created great division 

between Northern Abolitionists and Southern Slave owners. During this era, the 

Underground Railroad was formed to aid runaway slaves escaping to freedom, Harriett 

Tubman, an escaped slave, led approximately 300 slaves to freedom, the Fugitive slave 

law of 1850 passed in Congress, and  The highly controversial law strictly declared all 

runaway slaves be brought back to their Masters. In 1852, the anti-slavery novel, Uncle 

Tom‘s Cabin, written by Harriett Beecher Stowe, was published.  

From this decade rose the first successful black classical singer, Elizabeth Taylor 

Greenfield.   She became known as the ―Black Swan‖ for the elegance and beauty in her 

voice. In 1851, Greenfield performed in public for the first time. Immediately her 

popularity grew. She began a singing tour that year, performing in segregated theaters 

in Chicago and the New England area. In 1853, Greenfield sang at the prestigious 

Metropolitan Opera in New York before a white-only crowd. She was the first black 

singer to do so. The Metropolitan Opera took a stance that ―No colored person can be 

admitted, as there is no part of the house appropriated for them.‖ ―Greenfield 

apologized to her own people for their exclusion from the performance and gave a 



 

 

concert to benefit the Home of Aged Colored Persons and the Colored Orphan 

Asylum.”(Emmerson, 2006) 

Over the years, Greenfield traveled to Europe performing classics and Negro 

spirituals in England and Ireland. In 1854, with the assistance of Harriett Beecher Stowe, 

Greenfield was invited to perform at the Buckingham palace to sing for Queen Victoria. 

In addition to possessing the distinction of being the first internationally renowned 

black classical singer, Greenfield can be credited with introducing Negro spirituals to 

Europe. In America, her presence in the North encouraged the antislavery sentiment. 

After the Civil War, she would travel with Black antislavery poet Frances E.W. Harper 

and Black Abolitionist Frederick Douglass to various social events for the cause. 

In the period following the arrival of Greenfield, racial climate would fluctuate. 

The Civil War divided the union. At the heart of this battle was the institution of 

slavery. In 1863, the Emancipation Proclamation was issued declaring that ―all persons 

held as slaves within the Confederate states are, and henceforward shall be free." Two 

years later the Civil War ended. That year the Thirteenth Amendment ratified 

prohibiting slavery, President Lincoln was assassinated and the terrorist organization 

the Ku Klux Klan was created. Many of the perceived liberties granted to Blacks, as a 

result of the winning the North‘s victory, began to disappear. 

The social climate affected the opportunities for black performers on American 

stages. Some turned to popular theater as a more stable source of employment. Black 

classical singers played an important role in Vaudeville acts of the late 19th century. 

Vaudeville was a collection of acts, which combined theater, musicals, minstrels, and 



 

 

freak shows. For black classical singers and performers alike, vaudeville provided an 

opportunity for exposure to white crowds. Important female singers whose careers 

were launched via vaudeville are the Hyer Sisters and Matilda Sissieretta Joyner Jones. 

The Hyer Sisters 

In 1867, Anna Madah (b.1855 d.1930) and Emma Louise Hyer (b.1857 d.1901) 

began touring the country in musical review and theatrical shows. Their highly popular 

act would continue over the next 30 years. The Hyer Sisters previously had a reputation 

as opera singers from ―their debut in Sacramento, California on April 22, 1867.‖ 

(George-Graves, 2001) The Hyer Sisters‘ Vaudeville act both displayed and reinforced 

racially stereotypes eliciting laughs from buffoonery. As their popularity grew they 

retooled their act. In her book, The Royalty of Negro Vaudeville Nadine George-Graves, 

states ―Their production of Out of Bondage (1890) was the first musical show to be 

produced by a Black organization, thus signaling the transition from minstrelsy to black 

musical comedy in black entertainment.‖ (George-Graves, 2001) This transition 

represented new opportunities for post slavery Blacks to control their own image.  The 

Hyer Sisters found success in Europe. The success of black singers in Europe would 

become a pattern for the next century.  

Matilda Sissieretta Joyner Jones 

Matilda Sissieretta Joyner Jones (b. 1868 d. 1933) was without doubt the most 

recognizable black classical singer of her time. While travelling with the Black 

Troubadours in the 1890s, she sang only operatic pieces to largely white crowds. In 



 

 

refusing to performing spirituals, Sissieretta is credited for helping to erase many of the 

Black stereotypes contained in vaudeville. (George-Graves, 2001) 

Sissieretta, or ―Black Patti‖ as she was called, performed at Boston‘s Music Hall, 

in New York‘s historic Wallack Theater, the White House, and in the West Indies, South 

America and across Europe. ―She was the first black performer to appear at Carnegie 

Concert Hall. She also became widely known after appearing in the three-day ―Grand 

African Jubilee‖ in Madison Square Garden in New York in April 1892 ―(Story, 1990). 

Sissieretta would stop performing in 1915, but not before planting a seed of acceptance 

for Black classical singers to come.  

Although the careers of early black singers like Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, the 

Hyer Sisters, and Sissieretta Jones were marked with success, they could not escape the 

clutches of racism. ―Greenfield was scheduled to sing at the Metropolitan Opera in New 

York, when a threat was made to burn down the building if she performed.‖ (James & 

James, 1971)  Amidst a riot outside of the opera house, Greenfield still performed 

becoming the first black singer to perform at The Metropolitan Opera. Regardless of her 

fame across the world, Sissieretta was still limited in venues in which she could perform 

here in America. When she was considered for a lead role at the Metropolitan Opera a 

―… racial barrier destroyed that dream.‖ ―(Story, 1990). 

Tennessee Jubilee Singers 

The Tennessee Jubilee singers of Fisk University, also called the Fisk Jubilee 

Singers, consisted of a small group of talented black singers. The purpose of the groups‘ 

formation was raise funds for the struggling Black university. All but two of their 



 

 

original singers were former slaves.  The group‘s eventual success led to tours of 

Europe and performances for Royal families. Like to Greenfield and Sissieretta, their 

presence served to break racial barriers and contradict stereotypical views promoted by 

blackface minstrel shows. ―The primary significance of the Jubilee Singers is that they 

introduced to the world for the first time a magnificent body of folk music -- slave 

songs, spirituals -- which celebrated life, survival, and victory.‖ (Austin, 2008)   

The Jubilee Singers would also experienced endless racism in their career. At the 

onset, the White fellow teachers at Fisk University opposed the groups‘ concept.  The 

group also received harsh racial criticism. ―They faced discrimination on the road and 

from the press. The ‗New York World‘ called them ‗trained monkeys‘ who sang ‗with a 

wild darky air‘ and the ‗Newark Evening Courier‘ listed them as if they were items 

from a slave dealer‘s catalogue.‖ (singers.com) 

As these black singers endured the lashes of racism, their success not only 

knocked on the door of acceptance, it cracked it. Although these singers could not break 

the barriers of racism, they could reshape the stereotypes of the period and weaken the 

foundation of segregation. 

  



 

 

Chapter 3: Struggle for Acceptance 

When Todd Duncan (b. 1903 d. 1998) became the first black man to sing with a 

major opera company in 1945, the climate for Black Americans was changing. The 

beginning of the twentieth century saw the formation of groups such as the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and the Universal Negro 

Improvement Association (UNIA). These organizations were created to protect civil 

rights and interests for Black people. Between the years of 1920 and 1930, the Harlem 

Renaissance, a black intellectual, literary, and artistic explosion began.  Finally the 

integration of both Major League Baseball in (1947) and the Military (1948) occurred. 

Todd Duncan  

Todd Duncan was a true trailblazer. It was unknown how he would be received 

by white audiences when he when he performed the role of Tonio in Pagliacci.  ― His 

performance was met with a loud, warm approval of his performance.‖ (Watson, 2006) 

Todd Duncan‘s performance began a major change in the United States. Until that 

night, black singers of classical music had almost no chance of performing in major 

American opera houses and theaters.   

Most importantly, Duncan did not sing a part written for a black man.  Instead, 

he played a part traditionally sung by a white man.  At the time all the other singers on 

roster in the New York City Opera Company production were white. More importantly, 

his historic performance took place 10 years before black singer Marian Anderson 

performed at the Metropolitan Opera in New York. 



 

 

Marian Anderson  

After unsuccessfully establishing a career as a concert singer, Marian Anderson 

(b. 1897 d. 1993) traveled to Europe. There she found tremendous success.  Europe, as in 

the days of Sissieretta, provided greater opportunity for black singers. In Europe, 

Anderson would experience first class accommodations at hotels and restaurants. This 

much different  from the fourth class lodging and travel accommodations she 

experienced in the United States ―From the year 1933 to 1935, Anderson toured all over 

Europe visiting Scandinavia, France, England, Italy, Austria and Spain and giving her 

performances in many places. ―(Sonneborn, 2002:117)   Anderson‘s repertoire included 

200 songs in nine languages. She performed 142 concerts in just in Scandinavia. Her 

fame in Europe garnered her opportunity that would change history. 

The most documented event in Anderson‘s career came in 1939. It involved her 

fight to rent Washington D.C.'s Constitution Hall.  The hall, owned by the Daughters of 

the Revolution, was segregated. Constitution Hall had instituted a White artist only 

policy years prior. When Anderson‘s management contacted the hall, they were rejected 

on account of Anderson‘s race. Some believe the action to rent the hall was purposely 

done, given the prior knowledge of the Hall‘s rules.  Regardless, the backlash from the 

event included a boycott of the hall by other well-known musicians and the resignation 

of First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt from the Daughters of the American Revolution. 

Roosevelt along with Ms. Anderson's manager and Walter White of the National 

Association For The Advancement of Colored People arranged a free open-air concert 

on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial for Easter Sunday. On April 9, Ms. Anderson sang 



 

 

before 75,000 people and millions of radio listeners both Black and White‖ (Sonneborn, 

2002:117). Anderson would go on to perform at Constitution Hall in 1943. At her 

request, the hall was desegregated for her performance.  Anderson continued to fight 

segregation the rest of her career. During Anderson‘s career, she performed at the 

White House for Queen Elizabeth and the Metropolitan Opera as regular on the roster 

in the roles of Ulrica in Un Ballo in Maschera. She sung at the Met during the 1955-56 

season and four separate times after. As a result of Anderson‘s breaking of the 

Metropolitan Opera‘s race barrier after 60 years, three weeks later, another black 

classical singer would also make a debut. 

Robert McFerrin Sr. 

Robert McFerrin Sr. (b. 1921 d. 2006) debuted at the Metropolitan Opera in 1955 

becoming the first Black male to perform in an opera with the famed company, 

Metropolitan Opera. His debut occurred only three weeks after Anderson appeared.  

The decade that followed marked the start of the Civil Rights movement. Black America 

started to push for acceptance in all avenues. In 1954, Brown versus the Board of 

Education of Topeka, Kansas, declared segregation unconstitutional. In 1955, Rosa 

Parks refused to give up her seat on a Montgomery bus and a boycott of the buses 

began. In 1957, the Little Rock nine attempt to desegregate Central High school.  

McFerrin‘s time at the Met was limited to three years and 10 performances, 

which were most certainly complicated by race. After winning a contest at Metropolitan 

Opera, which included a prize of a Met contract and six-weeks of training, the 



 

 

Metropolitan Opera refused to offer McFerrin a contract. Instead he received only 

training out of his contest prize. 

 The Encyclopedia of Arkansas History and Culture, confirms the type casting 

that both launched and limited McFerrin‘s career, noting that, McFerrin‘s debut role as 

Amonasro in Aida. ―Racial politics rather than sound musical values dictated his being 

cast as Amonasro. The Black Ethiopian king (and father of Aida) has no love duets to 

sing with white women. At five-foot seven inches tall and 140 pounds, the young 

McFerrin was hardly prepossessing on stage as an evil father-figure. His even but not 

large voice was not displayed to its best advantage. In addition, prior to the 

performance, he had never met the evening‘s female leads, Aida (Herva Nelli) or 

Amneris (Blanche Thebom).‖ (Dougan, 2008) 

Although it was not clear whether, race, height or voice concerns played the 

greatest role in his limited casting, many in the audience that expressed fear in seeing a 

black male as a lover to white female leads. (Dougan, 2008) McFerrin would finish his 

career in film and on recordings. 

The experiences of Anderson and McFerrin opened doors or the next group of 

black classical singers. Although their experiences differ, they both continued to fight 

the racism and bigotry of the previous generation. Anderson‘s widespread public 

appeal, her magnificent voice and international success made her the ideal singer to 

debut at the Met. In fighting for her equality, she opened the door for singers like 

McFerrin. Unfortunately, entry for McFerrin was not as accepting as that of Anderson. 



 

 

It would become obvious that where black female singers have made advances, black 

male singers had not. This is a trend that continues even today.   

Mattiwilda Dobbs 

Mattiwilda Dobbs (b. 1925) would follow Anderson and debut at the 

Metropolitan Opera in 1956. Dobbs, the first Marian Anderson Award winner would 

have the distinction in history as both the first black woman to be offered a long-term 

contract by the Met and the first to perform in romantic love scenes on its stage. The 

ability to disguise her race and willingness to change her appearance for a role most 

certainly attributed to her selection. Often admired for her extraordinary voice, Dobbs 

was overshadowed by her contemporaries at the Met: Marian Anderson, Maria Callas, 

and Leontyne Price. Dobb‘s career as an international star further advanced acceptance 

of the black classical singer.  

She, like those before continued to fight segregation, even refusing to perform in 

segregated theaters. Dobbs would also battle racism in casting, as her skin color 

remained an issue for most of her career. According to an article by Martin Bernheimer 

in Opera News (2007), when referring to the decision to cast Dobbs in a lead role, it 

states "audiences in the 1950s were surprised to find a black singer in a leading operatic 

role." Controversy would arise as Dobbs changed her look to appear white for her 

portrayal of Gilda. Dobbs described her decision to change her appearance, when she 

stated ―I don't understand the controversy. Maybe it was a matter of racial pride for the 

others. I figured, if you're going to play someone's daughter, it doesn't hurt to look like 

him. I did it throughout my career. White artists who play Aida and Othello put on 



 

 

dark makeup. Why shouldn't we wear light makeup when we play a white 

character?‖(Bernheimer, 2007) 

Leontyne Price 

Inspired by a concert performed by Marian Anderson in Mississippi, Leontyne 

Price (b. 1927) was arguably one of the Metropolitan Opera's most popular stars for 

more than two decades. Price knocked down, the barriers that Marian Anderson had 

fractured. Unlike black classical singers of the past, Price not only garnered leading 

roles in Operas, she performed with several companies including both the San Francisco 

Opera and Lyric Opera of Chicago.  

In 1955, Price appeared in a NBC Opera Theater telecast of Tosca. The success of 

this performance would lead to Price being invited back to perform on telecasts of The 

Magic Flute, Don Giovanni, and Dialogues of the Carmelites.  Price has made numerous 

opera and operatic aria recordings. The international star toured Italy, Austria, 

Australia, Argentina, and other countries. In 1966, Price also had the distinction of 

opening up the Met, as Cleopatra in the opera Anthony and Cleopatra. This role was 

very significant is displaying that black women could be in roles of beauty at a time in 

which very few Blacks were on television. When describing Price, Carmen Balthrop, a 

Met black opera singer, stated ―Price‘s Voice was so magnificent that I think America 

would have thought itself a fool to hold her back simply because she was a Black 

woman. When she walked onstage and sang heroines who had only been sung by 

White performers the ice broke, melted and drifted away.‖ (Heymont, 1981 :34) 



 

 

Although Price had broken the racial barriers that once held black singers back, 

she could not escape racism. In 1966, she was chosen to open the new Metropolitan 

Opera House in Lincoln Center with the world premiere of the opera Antony and 

Cleopatra, Price went through a grueling experience. ―I was never so reminded that I 

was Black as I was during this particular responsibility. There were crank calls, 

anonymous letters, and threats of bombing the house. I don‘t think anybody else would 

have stood what I did to open that house,‘ she confessed‖ (Heymont, 1981:34) 

 George Shirley 

In the midst of the successes of both Dobbs and Price, black male singers still 

struggled from a dynamic of fear. Where black women had transcended race, black men 

could not fully transcend the fear white audiences held of them. George Shirley (b.1934) 

was an exception. Shirley has the distinction of being the first black tenor and the 

second black male to star in a lead role at the Metropolitan Opera. The importance of a 

Black male being the lead tenor is that often the tenor is the romantic lead. This would 

be a first for a Black male. Shirley was the most prolific black male classical singers of 

his time having sung more than 20 leading roles at the Met. A recording star winner, 

Shirley recorded numerous operas performing the title role such in Mozart‘s Idomeneo, 

Debussy‘s Pelléas et Mélisande of Debussy, and Haydn‘s Orlando Paladino.  

When asked about how he could  avoid racism, among the backdrop of the civil 

rights movement, he stated in an article by Carla Maria Verdino –Sullwood (1991), 

―Frankly had I been darker it would have been a problem, ― He continued ―for those 

who followed me it has been a continuing liability.‖ Often outspoken on race, Shirley 



 

 

admits to having the ability not to look black as important in those early days.  Shirley‘s 

take on racism and his exclusion from it, as a result of his skin complexion (light versus 

dark) adds another layer of complexity toward understanding black acceptance in 

Opera. Shirley implies through his comments that lighter skin equals acceptance.  In 

comparison of the experiences of McFerrin and Shirley, the answer is not clear as 

McFerrin‘s height and voice quality was often questioned. Where Dobbs and Price 

excelled in opera based on talent, black males such as Shirley were discovering success 

based on their appearance. Some 20 years later, such inequality is said to still exist in 

opera. Shirley would succeed in having a comparable career to Price; other black male 

singers would not. 

  



 

 

Chapter 4: Contemporary Challenges 

Simon Estes 

Simon Estes (b.1938), an Operatic Bass-Baritone with a dark complexion would 

find success in Opera in the late 1970s into the 1980s. He found success as an 

international star, specifically in Germany, where his performances of operas by 

Wagner became legendary. In Europe, Estes won roles in Aida and the Flying Dutchman. 

Although heralded for his talented singing ability in Europe, in the United States his 

opportunities were few.  Unlike other singers whose international stardom had grown 

their fame both in Europe and the United States, Estes grew frustrated in his inability to 

win auditions for the Metropolitan Opera and remained abroad. Finally, Estes would 

make his opera debut at the Met in 1982 in Porgy and Bess.  This role would garner him 

big success in the United States, yet still not in comparison to the success he experienced 

in Germany. Estes has often blamed racism for his limited opportunities. 

Estes had a different approach to the racism he perceived. Instead of sharing the 

same ideology as Shirley, Estes argues black male fear as the impetus for his struggles. 

Estes believed that his success was prohibited from what he considered racism by opera 

management. In an article from the Washington Post, Estes states "I think it's a racial 

problem. And it does encompass this area of romance. It's okay if a white man is 

involved with a black woman, but it's frowned on the other way around."(Kennedy & 

Bourne, 1996) Estes implies that the success of the black women in opera had come from 

a sexual acceptance. This same acceptance for black male singers does not exist. His 

views seem supported by a article in the London Observer, stressing the sexual appeal of 



 

 

the contemporary black classical singer Denyce Graves ―The sultry American mezzo is 

as sexy a seductress as any, stalking the stage like a wild animal in heat, using her 

bewitching eyes as much as her velvet voice to ensnare José Cura‘s equally erotic 

Samson.‖ I believe this is a perfect example of Estes‘ argument. 

Denyce Graves 

Denyce Graves (b. 1964) is arguably the top black classical singer of the today. 

Known as a sex symbol within opera circles, Graves made her Metropolitan Opera 

debut as Carmen in the 1995-96 season. Carmen is her signature role. In a remarkable 

career, Graves has performed in Opera houses such Royal Opera House, Washington 

National, San Francisco Opera, Opéra National de Paris, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Colón 

in Buenos Aires and many others.  

 Surprisingly, when discussing challenges she mentions racism as a secondary. In 

an interview with Ebony magazine, she describes her challenges as ―nothing in 

comparison to the suffering of those people who allowed me to be in the position that 

I'm in today." (Verdino-Sullwold, C. M., 1991:12)  However, despite her meteoric rise to 

stardom, Graves has encountered racism, and believes she has lost out on roles because 

she is African American.  Having pursued a career in what has been traditionally an 

elitist art form dominated and controlled by Whites; she has been criticized by Blacks 

for wanting to be "White." She has faced the new struggle of making herself more 

relevant to the black community. Graves includes in her repertoire popular music of 

Broadway musicals and jazz and rhythm and blues. 



 

 

 Graves must also struggle against type casted roles of sexually exotic characters. 

Unfortunately, this becomes more difficult as opera competes with the popular music 

industry. Today‘s opera singers require a higher degree of sexual attractiveness than in 

years past. Black singers must also fit this criterion. Another contemporary black 

classical singer in Nicole Cabell also fights this battle.  

Nicole Cabell 

Nicole Cabell (b. 1977) was described by Richard Fairman of the Financial Times 

as ―… a faultlessly gleaming soprano, a technique with no loopholes, and bags of 

confidence. It should do no harm that she is also tall, slim and glamorous … whatever 

this soprano chooses to sing, her voice makes wonderful music with it‖ (Pittsburg 

Symphony Orchestra, 2010). Newcomer, Cabell is the 2005 Winner of the BBC Singer of 

the World Competition. In her short career, she has performed at the Metropolitan 

Opera, the Lyric Opera of Chicago, the Atlanta Opera and the Royal Opera House. A 

recording artist she has released her debut album, Soprano.  

 Similar to Dobbs ability to disguise her via make up, Cabell‘s mixed heritage has 

allowed her extreme versatility. Cabell has the distinction of being the only black singer 

scheduled to take a lead role at either the Metropolitan Opera or Chicago Lyric Opera in 

the 2009–10 season. Given that the in 1956 there were three Black Singers at the Met, 

advancement is questionable. 

  



 

 

 Chapter 5: Summary of Challenges 

It is no secret that racism has played a major role in every aspect of American 

life. I knew I needed to gain a holistic view of the topic.  I decided to examine the 

careers and challenges of those singers who have successful gained acceptance in opera. 

What I discovered changed my preconceived notions. 

I decided to focus this paper on understanding the struggles, both current and 

historical, of black classical singers. Prior to researching this topic, I believed racism was 

still the primary inhibitor to acceptance. In addition, I personally have experienced 

rejection in auditions for reasons outside of talent. These two factors were very 

influential in my approach toward this paper. 

 During my research I came across varying opinions on racism and its role in 

inhibiting careers. I found interesting, the various ways the singers both protested and 

assimilated to achieve acceptance. I believe this adds a special dynamic to this paper. 

Through research I found there are several factors outside of racism that have played an 

equally inhibiting role in the careers of black opera singers 

 Stereotypes 

Conflicts with stereotypes are a commonality found in the careers of everyone 

from Greenfield to Cabell.  Although used by racists to support their cause, stereotypes 

differ from racism. Racism combines hatred and fear with ignorance. A stereotype is a 

sweeping generalization, whether good or bad, that through ignorance is believed 

without reason. Furthermore, stereotypes are often ridiculous assumptions about an 

individual that often dismiss facts not congruent with the overall belief. Black singers 



 

 

were stereotyped as lazy, unable to think on their own, and jovial. For example, earlier 

singers such as Greenfield, Sissieretta, and the Hyer Sisters each encountered similar 

stereotypes surrounding their vocal ability. Historically it was believed at that time in 

American history that Blacks could not be classically trained because he or she did not 

have the ability  

Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield responded to stereotypes concerning her vocal 

ability by primarily staying within the expected boundaries of the audience performing 

Negro spirituals. This was an expectation of nineteenth century audiences.  Although 

her talent was far advanced, her repertoire remained spirituals. ―Her singing voice was 

full and strong. Seemingly without effort, she could reach 27 different musical notes‖ 

(Emmerson, 2006)  

 Sissieretta took a different approach. She chooses to sing only operatic songs.  

Not shy about her talent, she faced stereotypes head on. Unlike Greenfield, she viewed 

herself as an opera singer. ―In her prime she commanded pay as high as $2000 a 

week.‖(Tooher, 1999)  Her success as an operatic singer undoubtedly contributed to the 

acceptance of black singers as classically trained singers.   Finally, the Hyer sisters chose 

to embrace, even exaggerate the black stereotypes via minstrelsy shows. Through the 

guise of comedy, the Hyer Sisters would include an act in which they would perform 

operatic pieces. They eventually changed their format when they gained control of their 

shows.  

Understanding how each singer dealt with a multitude stereotypes allowed me 

to understand the complexities of their situations. Their decisions were not just black or 



 

 

white but were in some case based on financial survival, physical survival, and career 

survival. Although each of their responses may have been different, success was their 

destination. 

Complexion 

Does the complexion of a black singer‘s skin allow him or her acceptance in 

Opera?  George Shirley supports this idea. Shirley uses the term ―passing‖ when 

favorably describing this occurrence. Passing is defined as having an unclear racial 

identity undistinguishable through external factors. In the case of a black person, lighter 

complexion, eyes, and hair may prevent immediate racial recognition. According to 

Shirley, being able disguise racial affiliation becomes not only a bonus for garnering 

roles but also a bonus in the types of roles available. Shirley uses his own experience as 

a lighter skinned black man and success at the Met as examples.  

 I agree with Shirley that such discrimination exists, primarily because it exists 

outside the genre of opera. Television also propagates this ideal in its representation of 

blacks on commercials. As it relates to blacks, lighter skin preference has been 

synonymous with intelligence, beauty, and as for men, lacking aggression. The 

darkening of the O.J Simpson mug shot picture is a prime example. These stereotypes 

are not a new concept as they go back to enslavement when the belief that aggression 

could be told by pigmentation of the skin.  As it relates to Opera, being of lighter 

complexion like Shirley would not only allow versatility of character, which is playing a 

gamut of races but maintain the believability of the performance. In removing the 



 

 

negative connotation of racism behind this occurrence, one would have to understand 

its benefits. 

Black Male Dynamic 

Simon Estes proposes the absence of Black male lead is related to the fear or 

racism involved with the portraying him as a romantic lead. Estes states that in his own 

experience there were concerns how audience would perceive an interracial pairing on 

stage. In addition, Estes believes this fear is not that of the audience but instead that of 

United States opera houses.  

 I think Estes has a valid point as this was the case in Robert McFerrin‘s 

experience at the Metropolitan Opera. I find Este‘s theory very plausible because the 

same can be said of the motion picture industry. There is a strong absence of black male 

leads with white female love interests. Este‘s theory is further validated when we see an 

abundance of examples the opposite way. Any Halle Berry movie would serve as an 

example. As it relates to opera, I would disagree with Estes that impetus for such 

actions is not from the audience. In comparing the Motion picture industry, audiences 

have displayed their dislike of interracial couples displaying a Black male lead and a 

white female love interest.  

Believability 

Mattiwilda Dobbs, in pursuit of believability, throughout her career would make 

herself up to take the image of a white woman. This was most certainly her attempt to 

gain the roles she believed her skin color would not prohibit. Is this she extreme or does 

she understand the growing importance of believability in opera. 



 

 

For almost a century Black singers could only secure roles like Porgy, Bess, Aida, 

and Othello. Although these roles have garnered success for several top black singers, 

these roles do not require a leap of imagination. Even today, it is rare to find a black 

singer cast in Turandot. Historically roles such as Othello, a Moorish (person of dark 

skin) general, was played by actors in blackface makeup. Whether it is audience 

believability, or blatant racism, opera companies continue to provide stereotypical roles 

to black female singers casting them as servants or tragic mulattoes. Black men find 

even fewer roles.  

 It is undeniable that television has had a tremendous impact on opera. As 

audiences no longer were limited to just audio, visual representation became a bigger 

part of the performance. Unlike in decades past, when the vocal quality mattered more 

than anything, a singer‘s weight or height or even color can be held against them today. 

Following the practices of Television, most opera companies do not want to hire anyone 

who does not look the part. Conversely, an interesting case for the opposite has been 

the opera Porgy & Bess. ―The Gershwin estate stipulates that any production use black 

singers only in the black roles.‖ (Polkow , 2007) 

Black Acceptance 

Denyce Graves, like Leontyne Price toward the end of her career, finds herself 

out of touch with the black community. This cause may be twofold.  The first cause may 

be related to Opera‘s irrelevance to concerns of the Black community. The second may 

be what is perceived as lack of attachment to the ideals that have meaning to the 

community.  



 

 

The operatic tradition is not something emphasized in education for the common 

public.  The names of its stars are not household names, the arias are sung in French 

Italian and German and there is a lack of representation of people of color. These factors 

separate the opera community and a portion of the black community. As a black 

woman from the inner city of Chicago, I understand the importance of exposure. I my 

exposure to opera created in me an undying love. I support programs where black 

students can gain that exposure and more important that permission to like opera as 

well as classical music.  

Denyce Graves has already made attempts to expose the black community. In 

her PBS concert series, where she performs a repertoire of classics, crossover, and jazz 

selections are intended to make a connection with a larger public. As mentioned earlier, 

when Leontyne Price experienced a disconnection to the black community she returned 

to the black church performing recitals nationwide. This is an example of connecting to 

the ideals of a community.  

Closing Comments 

Is racism the only factor to consider when analyzing the struggles of the black 

opera singer? No, the black classical singer faced more complex matters than racism 

alone such as issues of black male dynamics, conflict with negative stereotypes, lost 

acceptance from the black community, issues related to skin complexion and 

believability. 

The value of this research is both personal as well as benefiting to others. As an 

aspiring black classical singer, I used this research to examine the challenges my 



 

 

predecessors and contemporaries faced within the genre. With a better understanding 

of the reasons for these struggles, I can adequately and honestly pursue my own 

journey in the profession.  
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